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Abstract
Generalized likelihood uncertainty estimate (GLUE) approach are heavily affected by the choices of cut-
off thresholds and likelihood measures. This work attempts to study the potential mechanisms behind
the impacts induced by cut-off thresholds and likelihood measures on con�dence interval obtained by
GLUE. A theoretical analysis on typical likelihood measures reveals that the error model of likelihood
measure has essential impacts on the sampling processes of GLUE. Likelihood measures based on a
same error model are mathematically transferrable, leading to an identical population of acceptable
parameter sets. A case study is conducted by applying GLUE to uncertainty analysis on daily �ows
simulated by HBV model for the source region of the Yellow River basin. Seven interval indicators are
adopted to describe the geometric features of con�dence intervals, which are integrated into a
comprehensive score for an overall assessment by multiple attribute decision making (MADM)
framework. Results indicate that 1) With an increase of cut-off threshold, con�dence interval widens in
low-level �ow sections, moves upward in recession phases of medium-level �ow sections whereas
narrows in high-level �ow sections. Trade-off mechanism amongst widening, moving and narrowing
trends is a potential reason behind the variations of interval indicators with cut-off threshold. 2) Much
higher similarities in con�dence intervals can be detected for likelihood measures based on a same error
model than those based on different error models; 3) increasing cut-off threshold highlights the impacts
induced by the error models of likelihood measures, whereas weakens the impacts induced by the
formulas of likelihood measures.
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Figure 1

Map of the source region of the Yellow River basin Note: The designations employed and the presentation
of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of
Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or
concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.

Figure 2
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PPD distributions and box plots of model outputs on February 25th, 2001 and June 13rd, 2001 at Tr=45,
70 and 95%. Note: the box plots show the 0th percentile (i.e. lower cap), 5th percentile (i.e. bottom of the
box), 50th percentile (i.e. line in the box), 95th percentile (i.e. top of the box) and 100th percentile (i.e.
upper cap) of model outputs together with observed �ow (i.e. dashed line)

Figure 3
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90% GLUE intervals of (a) low-level (b) medium-level and (c) high-level �ow sections over calibration and
validation periods

Figure 4

Interval indicators of 90% GLUE intervals obtained by likelihood measures based on a same error model
in calibration period
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Figure 5

PPD distributions and box plots of model outputs on June 13rd, 2001 obtained by likelihood measures
based on a same error model
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Figure 6

Interval indicators of 90% GLUE intervals obtained by likelihood measures based on a same error model
in validation period
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Figure 7

Comprehensive scores (CSs) of 90% GLUE intervals by likelihood measures based on a same error model
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Figure 8

PPD distributions and box plots of model outputs on June 13rd, 2001 obtained by likelihood measures
based on different error models
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Figure 9

Interval indicators of 90% GLUE intervals obtained by likelihood measures based on different error
models in calibration period
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Figure 10

Interval indicators of 90% GLUE intervals obtained by likelihood measures based on different error
models in validation period
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Figure 11

Comprehensive scores (CSs) of 90% GLUE intervals by likelihood measures based on different error
models


